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Guild of New Hampshire 
Woodworkers

The Guild was founded on April 28, 1990, when Paul Tuller and John McAlevey 
called a meeting at John’s shop in Warner, NH. Fourteen woodworkers were 
present at that meeting including Paul, John, Terry Moore, David Lamb, Roy 
Noyes, Steve Cunliffe, Jon Siegel, Jere Osgood, John Skewes and David 
Emerson. 

The group felt that it was time to create a new organization dedicated solely 
to woodworkers. At that meeting a mission statement was drafted which even 
today has changed little and established some of the goals of the Guild which 
later became the cornerstones of the organization:

⁻ woodworkers helping to educate each other by working as a 
community, tying it together with periodic meetings and a 
Communication letter.

• Over the years, the organization has grown to over 730 members and 
currently has nine active subgroups, ranging from Hand Tools to Period 
Furniture, Boat Building, Luthiers, Metal Working, Turning, Beginner and 
Intermediate Projects, along with up to 60 small meetings held per year 
on various topics and demonstrations.

• The Guild has held symposia in the past and currently publishes a world 
class Journal twice a year featuring articles from members of our 
organization.

• The Guild also participates each year with demonstrations and a raffle of 
donated articles made by out membership at the League of NH 
Craftsmen’s Sunapee Fair.

Jon Seigel
President, Guild of New Hampshire Board of Directors



Welcome

Welcome to the 1st Annual New England Woodworking Competition sponsored by 
the Guild of New Hampshire Woodworkers and further supported by the New 
Hampshire Furniture Masters.

This is our first effort for such an event after witnessing the success of a few other 
Guilds across the country that have been hosting such an event for 30-40 years.  The 
motivation for holding the event, is to recognize the work of artisans that have been 
building their craft for years in what was the source of 18th Century fine woodworking 
made in America.  We are blessed to have some of the finest masters, hobbyists and 
educational facilities in the country, if not the world.

The show provides an opportunity for woodworkers to display and discuss their craft, 
and for the community to view the best in high quality woodworking design and 
construction.  The pieces on display are works of art in addition to being functional 
furniture. Education is one of the main goals of the Guild of New Hampshire 
Woodworkers.  

Many of the pieces in this show reflect skills learned at monthly meetings, workshops 
and seminars sponsored by the guild.  If you are a woodworker who wants to learn 
new techniques and meet with others who are willing to share their knowledge, 
please be our guest at a meeting and consider becoming a member.  

We are also lucky enough to be partnering with the New Hampshire Furniture 
Masters, a group of professional furniture makers committed to preserving the 
centuries-long tradition of fine furniture making. The Furniture Masters promote the 
growth and sales of the fine furniture made by their members through hosting 
exhibitions, engaging in collaborative marketing and educational activities, and 
partnering with museums, art organizations and galleries. 

We are holding this inaugural event at a remarkable venue, the McAuliffe-Shepard 
Discovery Center, a tribute to two American heroes.  Christa McAuliffe, was the first 
civilian selected to go to space and a teacher in Concord, NH.  Alan Shepard, was the 
first American in space. He was one of NASA's first seven astronauts and walked on 
the moon during the Apollo 14 mission.

Enjoy the show! 

Elliot Savitzky
Board Member and Event Chairperson
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Officers

Jon Siegel President

Michael DiMaggio Vice President

Peter Breu Secretary

James Forbes Treasurer

At Large Members

David Foote

C. Peter James

Claude Dupuis

Elliot Savitzky

Gary Canning

Laurie Farrell

Robert Wyatt

Stanley Paras

Tony Immorlica

Jim Seroskie

Subgroups

Boat Building

Carving

Granite State Luthiers

Granite State Woodturners

Hand Tools

Intermediate Projects

Metal Working for Woodworkers

Period Furniture Group

Woodworking Fundamentals
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Committee

Elliot Savitzky Chairman, Judges, Speakers, PR

Michael DiMaggio Awards and Speakers

Steve Costain Catering, Logistics, Promo, Sponsors

Gary Canning Logistics, Video

Claude Dupuis Awards, Brochure and Catalog, 
Photography

Robert Wyatt Promo and Merchandise

John Dube Admissions and Event Coordination, 
Catalog and Brochure

David Picard Photography

Earle Rich Photographer

Phil Carle Student Program

The New England Woodworking Competition Committee is 
composed of several guild members who volunteer their time, 
energy and expertise to organize this show.  They have been 
meeting since May of 2022 to organize this show. They each receive 
an assignment or two to make the show a success.  This year's 
committee members are:



Agenda

5 PM Welcome and browsing the competition

6:00 – 6:30 PM Custom Planetarium Show - First Showing

6:30 – 7 PM Custom Planetarium Show - Second Showing 

7:00 – 8:00 Awards Show

8:00 – 9:00 Wrap Up and Continued browsing

Guild of New Hampshire 
Woodworkers

GNHW.org

Please make sure to visit the observatory to get a peek at the 
night sky through the telescope.

There will be complimentary hors ‘d'oeuvres and a cash bar for 
those 21+.
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Best in Show: The winning piece should exhibit the best qualities of most of the following categories.

Judges Awards (3): Each of the three judges will select an entry entirely at their own discretion for 

one of three Awards. The intent of this award is to recognize a worthy entry that does not fit into 

another category or for some other reason cannot receive another award. They may also use this 

award for recognizing a piece that ran a close second to one of the other category winners.

Best Original Design: A well-designed piece must be both useful and pleasing to the eye. Good 

design is in large part a subjective opinion. It is difficult to define what good design should look like, 

but we can agree how it should affect a thoughtful critic. It invites a second, more intimate look, and 

asks to be touched by hand and spirit. This award is to be presented to the best original design, one 

that is not a copy of a previously designed piece..

Best Traditional Piece: This is an award for the piece which is built in the traditional manner, a 

reproduction or a piece heavily influenced by a traditional design. 

Best Contemporary Piece : The Contemporary style is typically curated, minimal and uncluttered. It 

is about refined elegance, reflecting individual style and has a more fluid definition. It is a dynamic 

design style that changes with the current trends, so contemporary design today may look very 

different from contemporary design 50 years from now. It incorporates features from a variety of 

styles and eras, blending them with the overall minimalist look.

Best Amateur Piece: This prize is awarded to the best piece exhibited by a person for whom 

woodworking is an avocation.

Best Professional Piece: This prize is awarded to the best piece exhibited by a person for whom 

woodworking is a profession and from which they earn a living.

Best Turning: This award honors the tradition of turning. This winning piece will exhibit quality of 

form as well as execution. 

Best Decorative/Technical Detail: This award goes to the best demonstrated display of veneer, 

marquetry, paterae, inlay banding and/or stringing.

The People’s Choice (Voted for by visitors to the show): This award is determined by ballots 

submitted by the public. It recognizes those people’s favorite piece in the show.

Best Student Award: This award will be made to the “best” piece submitted by a high school student. 

The piece will be judged on overall craftsmanship. Areas to be considered will be selection of 

materials appropriate for the piece, execution of joinery, and quality of finish and its appropriateness 

for the piece. Complexity of the piece will be considered. Extra consideration will be given to pieces of 

original design.

Please Note: The Judges are solely responsible for deciding which pieces will receive awards. Their 
decisions are final.
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Owain Harris

Owain Harris is a self-taught woodworker who operates a furniture studio in 
Gonic, NH, where he designs and builds custom furnishings for galleries and 
residential clients. He began his career in wood as a framing carpenter in 1997 
and worked as both a finish carpenter and remodeler before moving into the 
shop full-time in 2008. Owain is a juried member of the League of NH 
Craftsmen and the New Hampshire Furniture Masters Association. His work 
has received multiple awards, including a Pinnacle Award from the 
International Society of Furniture Designers and a Veneertech Craftsman 
Challenge Award. Owain has been featured in numerous publications, 
including Fine Woodworking and NH Home Magazine. Owain shares his 
passion for furniture making and design through teaching at various craft 
schools and institutions including The Center for Furniture Craftsmanship, 
Marc Adams School of Woodworking and the University of New Hampshire. 
His work may be seen at owainharris.com

http://owainharris.com/
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Garrett Hack

Garrett Hack is an internationally known furniture maker, educator, writer, and 
farmer from Thetford, Vermont. A furniture maker for more than 47 years, he has 
created his own aesthetic with designs that continually push his skills to the next 
level. He’s also an in-demand woodworking instructor, teaching classes in Germany, 
England, Austria, Italy, Spain, Canada, Australia, Israel, and Japan, as well as 
throughout the US. Hack has a great love of hand tools of all shapes and sizes and 
uses them to great effect in everything he builds, sculpting delicate details by eye. 
He is the author of The Handplane Book (Taunton Press, 1997) and Classic Hand 
Tools (Taunton Press, 1999) a contributing editor at Fine Woodworking magazine 
(29 years), and former chairman of the New Hampshire Furniture Masters.
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David W. Lamb

The workshop of David W. Lamb, Cabinetmaker builds on a broad training and diverse experiences. 
Stylistically diverse, all designs reflect the classic traditions of good design principles. Whether 
Shaker, neo-classical, or modern variations, classical design involves a timeless interaction of 
elements, as relevant today as it was thousands of years ago.

I have been blessed with many opportunities. My old-world apprenticeship with a renowned 
European master was one based on tradition, classicism, and integrity in work, design and living. In 
an intense three-year training, bench work was the focus to train the hand, eye and mind to work 
in unison and without hesitation. Schooled in one of the leading design schools in the United 
States, Boston University’s Program in Artisanry expanded my knowledge of technique and opened 
my mind to design possibilities. During this period of training, I was living at Canterbury Shaker 
Village (NH) where I had my first shop. My friendship with the seven remaining Shaker sisters 
exposed me to their values as well as their furniture.

The past twenty-one years have afforded an annual opportunity to work with patrons to develop 
exciting new ideas that clearly reach back to traditional roots and yet looks forward with material 
use and design developments and effects that are unmistakably contemporary. Included in this are 
also the four recent Lambovich commissions done with artist James Aponovich which have 
received wide critical acclaim.

In 
progress
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Tom McLaughlin

Tom has been making and designing commissioned custom furniture since 1990. After years of 
higher education, in his twenties he decided to pursue his love for fine furniture making full-time. 
His training launched forward when he entered a rare apprenticeship with master craftsman P.A. 
“Pug” Moore in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. Tom remained close to Pug, even after branching out 
on his own, which included returning to his native New England roots where he’s been making 
furniture since 1997.

Since joining the Furniture Masters twenty-five years ago, Tom's work has become recognizable for 
its dramatic use of figured wood, creating a sense of movement in each piece. An enthusiasm for 
sharing the craft led Tom to begin teaching in between commissions, regularly hosting classes in his 
Canterbury, NH workshop. Teaching opportunities recently grew exponentially as he was invited to 
host the national public television show, Rough Cut and then Classic Woodworking with Fine 
Woodworking in 2017.  Tom is the host of his own weekly show, Shop Night Live, which can be seen 
every Thursday evening on YouTube.  Tom also teaches projects online, which are archived on his 
website, www.epicwoodworking.com
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Daniel Faia 

• Dan Faia has been a professional woodcarver, furnituremaker, chairmaker, and 
instructor since 1994. He operates a custom woodworking studio and small group 
workshop program in Rollinsford, New Hampshire. Dan is a graduate of North Bennet 
Street School in Boston, MA, and has been the department head of its full-time 
cabinet and furniture making program since 2010. 

• He has participated in demonstrations and exhibits for organizations such as Museum 
of Fine Arts- Boston and Colonial Williamsburg and is also a frequent contributor to 
Fine Woodworking magazine. Recently, Dan was named the 2023 recipient of the 
Cartouche Award, which is presented by the Society of American Period Furniture 
Makers.

To learn more about Dan, please visit danielfaia.com.
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Marquee Sponsor

Goosebay Sawmill & Lumber, Inc. is a family owned and operated New 
Hampshire corporation that has been in business over 35 years. We 
supply cabinetmakers, contractors, artisans, part-time woodworkers and 
hobbyists. Our specialty is figured maple, both Bird’s-Eye and Curly 
(Tiger), which we saw and kiln dry on-site. This enables us to offer 
thicknesses up to 16/4, both green and kiln-dried. We are located on U.S. 
Route 4 (Dover Road) in Chichester, New Hampshire, 8 miles east of 
Concord.

Goosebay provides a wide range of specialty products including fine 
hardwoods and softwoods, boat lumber, marine plywood, West System, 
Fiddes finishes, and rough sawn native lumber sawn in our mill.
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Platinum Sponsor

Terresa Matra

Michael J. DiMaggio

Katie and Ben Morton
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Gold  Sponsor
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Silver  Sponsor
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Donors

From Susan Slater in memory of Allen Everette

Granite State Woodturners toward the Student Award

Claude Dupuis, Gary Canning, Mike DiMaggio

Stan and Kelly Paras toward the Student Award

Katie and Ben Morton

Mike DiMaggio
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Example

Coming 

Soon


